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Three cases of analytic data and one case of real data
were numerically integrated using a 5-level baroclinic
primitive equations model of the general circulation.
Experiments were performed using initial winds derived from
the linear balance equation and also winds derived analyti-
cally. The feasibility of using the linear balance
equation to initialize the wind field v/as examined. In all
cases, the forecasts remained meteorological and reasonably
well-behaved. Nevertheless, the forecasts derived from
initial winds generated by the linear balance equation
excited large, operationally-undesirable inertial-gravity
waves, while the forecasts from analytically determined
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In the field of operational numerical weather prediction,
the tendency, in I'ecent years, has been toward the develop-
ment of sophisticated global prediction models. This has
been made possible by the rapid growth of computing capacity
and developments connected with general circulation research.
The purpose of this study vias to examine a baroclinic
primitive equation model using a global, staggered, spherical,
Sigma coordinate system which could be used on an operational
day to day basis by the United States Navy. In order to do
this, an input procedure was developed to allow a real time
Initialization from FNWC analysis fields. A set of analytic
fields using an analytic spherical harm.onic stream function,
first presented by Neamtan (19^6), was also developed for
use as a controlled set of initial conditions. By using
these analytic cases, errors in real data collection,
analysis and initialization, which are inevitable in pract: -
cal meteorology, were avoided. The use of an analytic case
also allowed the control of temperature and moisture distri-
bution, predominant wave number, phase speed and wave
amplitude.
The objective was to isolate and correct problems in
the model by using the controlled analytic input with the
ultimate aim of improving and extending the Navy's overall
capability to predict weather phenomena on a global scale.
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II. BAROCLINIC PRIMITIVE EQUATION MODEL
The governing differential equations, written in vector
form, are similar to sets used by Smagorinsky et al. (1965),
Arakawa et al. (1969) and Kesel and Winninghoff (1972).
The integrations were carried out on a global, spherical,
staggered, sigma. coordinate system using the conservative-
type difference equations based on the work of Arakawa (1966).
The complete set of finite difference equations are given
in Kesel and Winninghoff (1972) for the non-staggered
square grid. The Arakawa type spatial differencing was used
to eliminate the spurious energy growth which can occur
with the more conventional finite difference approximations
to the nonlinear advection terms.
A. PRIMITIVE EQUATIONS
The vector equation of horizontal motion in the sigma
(a) coordinate system for this model is:
^(ttV) + (V-7tV)V + 7T ^(aV) + f(KX7TV) + TrVcf) + QTraVTT = F + D„
d u do in
The Thermodynamic energy equation is:
iTr(^T) + V-(TrTV) + it |-(Ta) - —(a|^ + aV-VTT + -no) = ttH + Dn,
oil do Cpdo J.
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The mass continuity equation is:
|i+ vc.^) + .||=
The moisture continuity equation is
:
|^(7Tq) + V.(7TcV) + 7T l^-Cqa) = ttQ + D^
These equations are supplemented by the hydrostatic
equation
?^ + TTa =9a
the equation of state
a = RT/P
and the dimensionless vertical coordinate
a = P/tt
In the above equations, u is the zonal wind component;
Vj the meridional wind component; tt, the terrain pressure;
a the vertical-velocity measure; T, the temperature; f,
the Coriolis parameter; 6, the geopotential; q, the specific
humidity; H, the diabatic heating; F, the frictional stress;
13

D , the lateral diffusion of momentum: D^, the lateral
diffusion of heat; D , the lateral diffusion of moisture:
' q '
Q, the moisture source/sink term and P, the pressure.
Furthermore, the formulations for frictional stress (F),
lateral diffusion (D), heating (H) and moisture (Q) are
identical to those described in Kesel and Winninghoff (1972).
B. GRID
The spatial finite differencing was performed on a
staggered, spherical grid. The geopotential ((})), tempera-
ture (T), specific humidity (q) and the vertical-velocity
measure (w = - a) were carried at the poles. The longitudinal
and latitudinal grid increments were both five degrees.
This gives 2520 points over the globe, with (4',T,q,w)
and (u,v) carried at 1260 points each (See Fig. 1). When
(j>,T,q or w variables are needed at (u,v) points (e.g. T
in the friction term and w in the vertical advection of
momentum term) , they are defined as the average of the 4




The present model divides the atmosphere into five
layers, as sketched in Figure 2. The basic variables of
the model are carried at the center of each layer. Addi-
tional variables and conditions are specified at the
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FIGURE 1. LOCATION OF VARIABLES
M stands for 4), T, q and w variables
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FIGURE 2. VERTICAL LAYERING
In the above figure, sigma (a) is the dimensionless
vertical coordinate, u, is the zonal wind component,
V is the meridional wind component, q is the specific
humidity, <{) is the geopotential , it is the terrain
,




Integrations are performed in the Phillip's (1957)
Sigma (a) coordinate system, where pressure, P, is normalized
with the underlying terrain pressure, tt. The dimensionless
vertical coordinate, sigma (a), is defined as
a = P/tt
It follows rhat
0=1 at the earth's surface
and a = at the top of the atmosphere.
The zonal wind component (u), the meridional wind compo-
nent (v)
,
the temperature (T) and geopotential ((j)) are
carried at sigma levels .9> .7, .5, .3 and .1. The specific
humidity (q) is carried at sigma levels .9, .7 and .5. The
vertical velocity measure, w = -a, is calculated diagnosti-
cally from the continuity equation for the layer interfaces.
The vertical-velocity measure (w) is carried at sigma lev is
.8, .6, .4 and .2.
D. TIME DIFFERENCING
The two finite difference techniques that were used to
step forward in time are the centered (leapfrog) difference
schem.e and the Matsuno (Euler backward) difference scheme.









Since the form has three time levels, it has both a physical
and a computational mode (Haltiner, 1971). This computational
mode, which changes phase at every time step, causes the solu-
tions at adjacent time steps to become decoupled. Further-
more, the centered scheme is not feasible for the first time
step. Therefore, the Matsuno forv/ard time differencing scheme
is used for the initial time step of each 6-hour integration
cycle. This time step not only reduces solution separation
but also selectively dampens high frequency waves (Haltiner,
1971). The finite difference equation for the Matsuno scheme
is:









A time step of ten minutes was used for all experiments.
This large time step is comiputationally stable when the
Arakawa technique (Langlois and Kwok, I969) of averaging
quantities involved in the longitudinal derivatives is use u
Without this averaging technique, the von Neumann linear
computational stability criterion (Haltiner, 1971) would
require a 2.5 minute time step because the longitudinal grid
distance at 85° north and south is only 47 kilometers. No
averaging was done equatorward of 60° north and south.
It should be noted at this time that lateral diffusion,
friction, convective adjustment, convective condensation and
large scale condensation are computed at every time step





Both real and analytic data were used for initialization.
The data was produced external to the main program on a
Northern Hemispheric FNWC 63 x 63 grid. The analytic data
with known phase propagation properties was produced
following the work of Neamtan (19^6), Gates (1962) and
Heburn (1972). The real data was read from FNWC tapes.
These fields were analyzed by the FNWC objective schemes.
The main program was used to interpolate the data so
that values at 5° latitude-longitude intersections were
available over the Northern Hemisphere. The data was then
reflected into the Southern Hemisphere. This procedure
allows for an excellent test of the program. The model
begins with fields which are mirror images of each other
and they should remain so. In all cases, the input data
consisted of the temperature analyses for the Northern
Hemisphere at 12 constant pressure levels distributed from
1000 to 50 mb, height analyses at 10 of these levels,
moisture analyses at 4 levels from the surface to 500 mb,
sea level pressure and sea surface temperature. Monthly
mean surface temperature fields were used to derive an
albedo field (Dickson and Posey, I967). The terrain height,
in the real data case, was that used by the current FNWC




In order to Isolate and evaluate certain numerical errors,
it was decided to use analytic initial conditions for the
stream function il^, from which the true solution of the
complete vorticity equation in two dimensions could be
obtained. With the assumption of nondivergent horizontal
flow, harmonic wave solutions of the complete vorticity
equation have been obtained for the sphere by Neamtan (19^6).
These solutions yield the velocity of propagation of the
waves. The solution for the ^ field was found to be
i|; = A sin(mA-vt) P^^(sin G) - B r^ sin 6 + C Pj^(sln 6)
(1)
where A, B and C are constants to be determined, r is the
radius of the earth, m is the hemispheric wave number, v/m
is the angular phase speed of the wave disturbance
(radians / second) , P denotes the Legendre polynomial and
P ^ represents the associated Legendre function.
If we choose C = (Gates, 1962) and n = m+1 [Buringt n
and Torrance (1936), Kreyszig (1962)] equation (1) reduces to
ip = A sin(mX-vt)(2N!/2\! ) sin (f) (cos(j)) - B r^ sin <|) .
(2)
The constant A is arbitrary and proportional to the wave
amplitude. But it was shown by Haurwitz (19^0) that the
solution obtained for i> implies the existence of a velocity
distribution over the sphere such that the angular velocity
of the westerly current is made up of the sum of three terms.
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The first term, B, is constant over the sphere; the second
term varies along a meridian but is constant round a circle
of latitude; and the third term represents a harmonic wave
which is propagated zonally with a constant angular velocity,
v/m, which is given by the formula
/ n(n+l) - 2 2fi f^.v/m = B —^^ / , ., \ / . -, V (3)nCn+1) n(n+l) ^-^^
where fi is the earth's rotation speed.
A reasonable meteorological pattern was obtained by
2 —1
choosing A as 1000 m sec , m as 6 and v/m as -13°, 0° and
+12° longitude per day respectively. The ip field thus
obtained was used to determine the initial fields.
The geopotential fields were derived by solution of the
linear balance equation
V^ (j) = [f V^4; + Vi|;- A f] (^)
over the entire Northern Hemisphere. Equation (4) was
solved using the over-relaxation iterative technique with a
relaxation tolerance of one meter (Haltiner, 1971)
•
The temperatures generated for the analytic cases were
constant over each pressure surface and were consistent with
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA)
standard atmosphere (Haltiner and Martin, 1957). The eleva-
tion 10 ,769 meters represents the tropopause in this
21

atmosphere. The following relations were used in calculating
the analytic temperatures.
Tp(<^K) = 288 - 0.0065 Z Z <_ 10,769 meters
Tp(°K) =218 • Z 1 10,769 meters
Zp(m) = i|4,308 [1 - (^^l_^)0-'-90233 ^ 1 10,769 meters
Zp(m) = 10,769 + 6381.6 ln( ^^ p ^^ ) Z i 10,769 meters
In the foregoing equations, the pressure is in millibars and
the height Z, is in meters. In addition, the specific
humidity (q) at the lowest three levels was set to zero and
the forecast procedure excluded friction, convection adjust-
ment, large scale convective condensation, large scale
condensation, heating and terrain influences.
The initial wind fields in the analytic cases were
obtained in two ways. Winds obtained analytically from tl
3
original ^ fields were called "analytic winds." Winds
obtained from the linear balance equation were called
"derived winds." It should be noted that "derived winds"
v;ere used for the real data case.
A. ANALYTIC WINDS
The initial wind fields for the "analytic wind" cases
were derived directly by differentiation of the initial
22

rl> field (Neamtan, 19^6). The formulas for the non-divergent
wind components are
u = - - (a sin(mX-vt)(-^^)[(cos 6)"^- 6 (sin e )^ (cos 6)^]
- B r^ cos e I (5)
V = r A ( .
'
) sin 6 (cos G) m cos(mX-vt) (6)
where a is the earth's radius, A is an arbitrary constant
that is proportional to the wave amplitude, 6 is the latitude,
V is the angular velocity of the wave, A is the longitude,
m is the wave number and N = m+1.
B. DERIVED WINDS
The "derived wind" field was obtained from a ^ field
using the finite difference expressions
1 ^\b
^ = " i Ae
and
1 ^±
a cos 6 AX
where a is the earth's radius, AS is the latitudinal
distance increment and AX is the longitudinal distance
increment. The rp and 4) fields were obtained in two parts
23

depending on latitude. Poleward of 25° north and south , the
initial* geopotential field, say
<t> , was retained and the ^
field was obtained by solution of the linear balance
equation
V^ij; + Vi|^-Vf/f = V^4) /f .
Equatorward of 2 5° north and south , the field was deter-
mined using
^ = <J>o/f
where f is a mean coriolis parameter. Then a new geopoten-
tial field (4)) was obtained by solution of the linear
balance equation
V^ = (fV^ip + Vi^-Vf)
At 25° north and south, ^ and <t> were a combination of half
the i> and (p from the poleward case and half the ip and (j) fr -m
the equatorward case. It was hoped that this would reduce
the amplitude of the high frequency oscillations in the
tropics (Winninghoff , 1971).
By initial geopotential field is meant either the FNWC
objective analysis of <j) or a simulated
<t>
field-obtained by
solution of Equation (h) using the analytic function form




IV. WAVE ANALYSIS METHOD
A Fourier series was determined at each five degrees of
latitude around the latitude circle. The employment of such
a series, known as harmonic analysis, is extensively used
in the study of observational data (Jeffreys and Jeffreys,
1956). With this technique, the phase angles and amplitudes
of each wave number around a latitude circle can be calcu-
lated. A Fourier series can be expressed as follows
(Heburn 1972):
F(x) = A^ + E (A cos mx + B sin mx)
o ^ n^ mm





c = m _ m




The first three experiments involved an input stream function
of wave number six. The values of primary interest, there-
fore, were 6r and Cr which are the phase angle and amplitude
of v;ave number six. Other phase angles and amplitudes were




Four experiments will be presented in this section. The
first three of these experiments were performed with analytic
fields. These analytic fields were derived from a stream
function with a wave number of 6 and arbitrary constant,
2 -1
A, set equal to 1000 m sec . The vertical temperature
structure of these fields was determined by the NACA stan-
dard atm.osphere. Experiments I and II consisted of two
36-hour forecasts each. The first forecast used "analytic"
winds and the second forecast "derived" winds. Experiment
III consisted of one 36-hour forecast using "analytic"
winds. Experiment IV was performed with FNWC analyses and
consisted of one 36-hour forecast using "derived" winds.
Experiment I. The analytic geopotential field used in this
experiment was derived from a stream function with a wave
number of 6 and phase speed of -13° longitude per day. T .e
initial surface pressure analysis is shown on chart E. Tie
forecast surface pressure fields using both "analytic" and
"derived" winds can be found on charts F-H.
Experiment II . The analytic geopotential field used in
this experiment was derived from a stream function with a
wave number of 6 and phase speed of 0° longitude per day.
The initial surface pressure analysis is shown on chart I.
The forecast surface pressure fields using both "analytic"
and "derived" winds can be found on charts J-L.
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Table I compares the wave amplitudes and mean heights
of the 36-hour forecast pressure field for experiment II
(analytic winds) with those of the initial pressure field
at selected latitudes. The amplitudes and mean heights in
this experiment decreased at latitudes equatorward of 30°
north (south) and increased poleward of 30° north (south).
These amplitude variations are believed to be caused by
nonlinear effects.
In addition, Figures 6-8 are plots of terrain pressure
versus forecast hour at selected latitudes. These terrain
pressures are plotted every hour out to 36 hours. They
show small amplitude internal gravity waves with periods
ranging from 6-12 hours. These oscillations are believed
to be due to the geostrophic adjustment mechanism and are
peculiar to the type of analytic field used.
Experiment III . The analytic field used in this experime* t
was derived from a stream function with a wave number of
'
and a phase speed of 12° longitude per day. The initial
surface pressure analysis is shown on chart M. The fore-
cast surface pressure fields using "analytic" winds only
can be found on charts N-P.
Experiment IV. This experiment was performed using FNWC
objective analyses for OOZ February 8, 1973. The initial
surface pressure analysis is shown on chart A. The surface
pressure analysis for 12Z February 8, 1973 is shown on
chart B. The 12-hour forecast made by the current F^^WC
27

model is shown on chart C. The 12-hour forecast made by
the global m.odel is shown on chart D.
It should be noted that Experiment IV included terrain,
frictional stress, heating and moisture effects as discussed
in Kesel and Winninghoff (1972).
Table II summarizes the results of all experiments
performed. The analytic phase speeds are compared to the
actual phase speeds for all experiments using analytic data.
The table also includes A which is proportional to the
amplitude of the analytic wave, B which is a function of
the phase speed and wave number, the method of balancing
and the time required to make a 36-hour forecast.
The forecast fields in all the experiments using analytic
data showed a considerable tilt backward at high latitudes
in the phase propagation of the wave. This was to be ex-
pected since the Arakawa averaging technique tends to smcth
the gradients at high latitudes. In addition, the Arakaw .
technique gives an effective Ax which is comparable to tY it
at low latitudes, thus as the wavelength decreased toward
the poles the phase speed also decreased (Gates, 1959).
The result of this differential movement, which was
more pronounced in the "derived" wind cases, was the forma-
tion of closed highs and lows at the higher latitudes which
propagated equatorward. This distortion was aggravated by
nonlinear effects introduced after the field ceased to be
harmonic in the longitudinal direction.
28

Furthermore, in all the experiments using the "derived"
wind, high frequency inert ial gravity vraves were generated
due to the initial im.balance between the mass and wind
fields in the tropics. These gravity waves caused a rapid
deterioration of the harmonic six-wave pattern and added
appreciably to the problem at the poles. The shear which
developed at 25'^ north (south) was attributed to the method
used to blend the v/inds between the tropics and mid-latitudes.
The larger error in the phase speeds calculated for the
"derived" wind cases were also attributed to this initialization
Since these experim.ents were performed using a multi-
level primitive equation model which allows divergence.
Equation (3) was satisfied only approximately. Also,
Rossby (1939) has shown that the presence of divergence in
a barotropic atmosphere will slow the rate of wave propaga-
tion, especially for small values of wave number. It was
not surprising, therefore, that the actual phase speed Wc.:
always less than expected.
Finally, a thorough examination was made of Experiment
IV to determine the general quality of the program, that
is, if the inertial-gravity motions were being controlled
realistically so that the model produces consistent meteor-
ological appearing results. Figures 3-5 give the surface
pressure oscillations at each hour of a 36-hour forecast
for selected latitudes using the full global model. In
addition. Table III compares forecast pressures of the
global model to both the verifying analysis and forecasts
29

made by the FNV/C model for selected lows and highs. In
interpreting these results one should keep in mind the
crude initialization. Also, for those not accustomed to
seeing values of terrain pressure at each hour in a primitive
equation model, these oscillations, although larger than
normal at these points, are by no means unusual for such a
poorly initialized integration. There is no artificial
smoothing done and recall that the run begins with a linear
balance wind. In addition, there are none of the various
devices which operational experience has shown is necessary
to give an acceptable short term product, i.e., not calling
on convective adjustment for the first several time steps.
Nevertheless, these results are stable and retain the
















































Note: Data is from Experiment II (Analytic Winds)
TABLE I. Wave Amplitude and Mean Heights for Selected
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TABLE III. Comparison of 12-Hour Forecast Pressures of
the FNWC Model and the Global Model Against
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CHART G. 24-Hour Surface Pressure Forecast Using
Analytic and Derived Winds (Experiment I)
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CHART H. 36-Hour Surface Pressure Forecast Using
Analytic and Derived Winds (Experiment I)
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CHART J. 12-Hour Surface Pressure Forecast Using







CHART K. 24-Hour Surface Pressure Forecast Using








36 HOUR FROG V.{i:iLl3BPL MODtL
CHART L. 36-Hour Surface Pressure Forecast Using
Analytic and Derived Winds (Experiment (II)
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CHART N. 6-Hour and 12-Hour Surface Pressure Forecast
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CHART 0. l8-Hour and 2^-Hour Surface Pressure Forecast
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CHART P. 30-Hour and 36-Hour Surface Pressure Forecast




Three cases of analytic data and one case of real data
were numerically integrated using a 5-level baroclinic
primitive equation model of the general circulation.
Experiments v/ere performed using winds derived from the
linear balance equation and winds derived analytically.
The feasibility of using the linear balance equation to
initialize the wind field was examined. In all cases, the
forecasts remained meteorological and reasonably well-behaved.
The forecasts using winds analytically derived were virtually
free of small scale inertial-gravity motions, while the
forecasts using winds from the linear balance equation
excited intertial-gravity waves which were large and unde-
sirable for operational forecasts.
Therefore, an important question to be answered is wl it
method of balancing should be used to initialize the glol al
model so that it will not suffer during the early part o
the forecast run from excitation of excessive inertial
gravity motions. A number of solutions have been proposed
by Myakoda and Moyer (1968), Nitta and Hovermale (1969),
and Winninghoff (1971).
The method examined by Winninghoff used the equations
in the model itself in an iterative sense either at a fixed
time level or even in a four dimensional sense in which
data is assimilated into a running model. This allows for
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the natural adjustment mechanism Itself to achieve the
desired balance. A time scheme such as the Euler-backward
may be used for selective damping of high frequency waves.
The iterative method proposed by Winninghoff has the advan-
tage of mathematical simplicity and complete consistency
with the prediction model. Unfortunately, Winninghoff
(1971) estim.ates that the iterative procedure must continue
for an equivalent of an I8 to 2k hour forecast. This, of
course, is not operationally feasible at the present time.
Consequently, the technique which is now being tested by
PNV/C utilizes the best vertical mass structure possible obtained
by the latest variational analysis techniques available
and then solves the complete balance equation at each level
in order to get the initial wind fields. This initialization
along v/ith other helpful operationally tested devices such
as smoothing, turning friction on slowly and not calling
on convective adjustment for the first several time steps
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Three cases of analytic data and one case of real data wer
numerically integrated using a 5-level baroclinic primitive
equations model of the general circulation. Experiments were
performed using initial winds derived from the linear balance
equation and also winds derived analytically. The feasibility of
using the linear balance equation to initialize the wind field was
examined. In all cases, the forecasts remained meteorological and
reasonably well-behaved. Nevertheless, the forecasts derived from
initial winds generated by the linear balance equation excited
large, operationally-undesirable inertial-gravity waves, while
the forecasts from analytically determined initial winds remained
free of such small scale "noise".
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